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Solution
RECONASENSE is an embedded access control and 
video management appliance with robust analytics and a 
unified interface.  Independent of training or experience, 
the plug-and-play solution empowers intuitive operation, 
integration and configuration.

Able

 Intelligent  
 Architected for advanced analytics, machine  
 learning and distributed computing.

 Flexible
 User-defined Windows 10 interface provides  

 relevant insight in real-time.

 Thorough
 Tracking & classification of people, vehicles  
 and objects throughout a complex.

TrusTed

 Plug-and-Play
 Installation is simple and secure with   
 embedded appliance.

 Hardened
 Self-contained solution eliminates sharing  
 resources with vulnerable services.

 Seamless
 Unified operation due to native integration  
 between VMS and ACS.

Simplify the Complex 
Security should not depend on a facility’s size or criticality.  
RENCONASENSE® introduces enterprise-level security 
to everyday facilities.  Through an embedded appliance, 
ReconaSense enables a new degree of situational 
awareness for single-site or enterprise-wide commercial 
and government operations.

efficienT

 Simple
 Intuitive integration, configuration and   
 operation.

 Effective
 Enterprise features within pocket-sized  
 footprint.

MAKING SENSE OF IT ALL
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feATures

Preemptive Analytics 
Success favors the prepared

Integrated Perception
Converged ACS & VMS driven by analytics

Real-time Reporting 
Turn Hours into Clicks

Embedded Expertise  
Virtualized intuition

Making Sense of it All 
The difference between data and intelligence? Relevance.

RECONASENSE Pre-SIM™ injects user-defined relevance 
to create actionable insight from raw signals, independent 
of location and technology. The Proactive Response Engine 
(PRE) enables security decision-makers to anticipate policy 
breaches and respond immediately.

Problem:
Security providers have over-promised, overcharged 
and underdelivered for reactive solutions.

Solution:
Self-contained Pre-SIM appliance provides actionable 
intelligence to enable real-time, preemptive response.  
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